
Inclusion Specifications
INTEGRITY NEW HOMES ADELAIDE PTY LTD EXECUTIVE

Kitchen 

The Integrity New Homes Adelaide Executive inclusion package incorporates quality products with a contemporary
modern feel. PLEASE NOTE: Technical specifications and product dimensions can varied by the manufacturer, without
notice. The information provided herein is indicative only and was correct at time of publication. Integrity New Homes
Adelaide reserves the right to vary the products shown. Should a different brand be substituted it will be replaced with a
product of equal or better standard.

Smeg Bellini 60cm Stainless Steel Oven

This insulated and sealed oven creates a desirable and stable 
environment for diverse cooking styles. The oven door is triple-
glazed resulting in the door maintaining a safe low temperature 
and is cool enough to touch. It is a  State-of-the-art design, which 
traps in the flavour and provides outstanding meals.

Model/Details: SA561X-9

Smeg Bellini 60cm Stainless Steel chimney Range Hood

Beautiful wall mounted satin stainless steel with 3 speed fan feature, 
double impellors, aluminium grease filters and 2 directional air 
uptake. This stunning unit draws cooking fumes up and away with 
sensational efficiency. Its good looks is a feature in any kitchen.

Model/Details: K24X60

Smeg Bellini 60cm Stainless Steel Cook Top

This cook top has 4 gas burners; 1 with versatile ultra-rapid triple 
burner perfect for wok cooking; a small burner, and 2 medium sized 
burners. The easy electronic ignition has a flame failure device 
(fitted to all 4 burners). The low maintenance easy wipe-over 
surface provides ease of cleaning which is ideal for today's busy 
lifestyle. 

Model/Details: CIR66XS
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Bathroom/Toilet

Caroma Maxton 1700mm  

The Caroma Maxton 1700mm is a fresh, simple, contemporary 
design with integrated armrests for added comfort. Complete with 
a 4 tile flange for built-in installation. This bath is also available with 
spa options as a variation (depending on your floor plan).

Model/Details: MX7W

Seima Mero Wall Faced Suite  

This wall faced vitreous China toilet suite is the latest stylish toilet in 
the Seima range. Some of the features are solid construction with a 
soft closing lid, 4.5/3ltr flush, 4 star WELS rating, removable seat with 
stainless steel hinges and enclosed back for easy and quick 
cleaning. 

Model/Details: STO-10W

Seima Acero 1200 Stainless Steel Double Bowl

This very functional spacious double bowl sink offers generous full 
sized bowls and plenty of drainage space. A quality product which 
will look good for years to come. 

Model/Details: SKS-004

Alder Piatto Kitchen Flick mixer   

This beautiful chrome mixer is a perfect addition to your kitchen sink. 
A striking looking mixer which includes a rotating spout for ease of 
use. 

Model/Details: 81297
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Alder Moda Shower Rail with Microphone                             Shower 
Head  

With 36 individual nozzles this shower head produces an excellent 
spray pattern making a shower to remember. Other wonderful 
features are, modern, minimalist look, slide rail system allows 
maximum height adjustment (great for people of different heights), 
and nozzles can easily be maintained.

Model/Details: 99026

Alder Piatto Basin Flick Mixer

This stylish chrome mixer has a classic shinny finish and provides a lift 
to any bathroom.

Model/Details: 82090

Alder Piatto Mixer and  Zen Bath Spout

This beautiful chrome Alder Piatto mixer and Alder Zen spout 
bathroom set are the perfect accessories for any bath. 

Model/Details: 82890

Seima Albico Square Semi-Recessed Basin 

A stunning ultra modern square bathroom basin is the very latest in 
cutting edge design and is very functional with a sloping base and 
over flow safety waste.

Model/Details: SBC-210
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Alder Metza Toilet Roll Holder

This beautiful squared toilet roll holder has an elegant chrome Finish. 
It adds a touch of style and is part of the Metza range of bathroom 
products.

Model/Details: 88904

Alder Metza Soap Holder

This beautiful basket soap holder, is easy to clean and great for 
mould prevention. The "open" design stops water from collecting 
and helps soap to dry faster this saving you money.

Model/Details: 88912

Alder Piatto Bath and Shower Mixer 

This Alder Piatto mixer provides fine control of water pressure and 
features smooth low profile design.

Model/Details: 82390 

Alder Metza 750mm Towel Rail

Cutting-edge design in beautiful chrome, Ideal for your 21st century 
home.

Model/Details: 88900
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Laundry 

Door Furniture

                

                

Velocity Passage Set with Saltbush Lever

All fixings are concealed beneath a removable                        rose 
trim providing a crisp and clean presentation. The Lever has a 
smooth luxurious feel providing an upmarket feel.

Model/Details:  VEL1/34CP

Velocity Entrance Set with Saltbush Lever  

A stylish offering from an iconic door manufacturer. Clean lines and  
ease of use are hallmarks of this elegant lever.

Model/Details:  VEL2/34CP

Alder Piatto Laundry Flick Mixer 

This beautiful chrome mixer is a perfect addition to your kitchen sink. 
A striking looking mixer which includes a rotating spout for ease of 
use. 

Model/Details: 81297

Seima Acero 45L Inset Trough with 750mm Laminated Cabinet

This above mount stainless steel laundry sink features an overflow 
and handy laminated storage cabinet underneath.

Model/Details: SKS-007
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Paradigm Deadbolt    

Delivers piece-of-mind through quality of design and material. The 
paradigm deadbolt can be used on left or right opening doors and 
requires a key to open from the inside or outside the home.

Model/Details:  005/B1CP5PK
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